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FOREWORD

The classical prnblern of weapons control is predicting the future position of a maneu-

vering target Critical to successful prediction is the accurate estimation of the current target

sta&;.e. With the adven'. of guided weapons, the consequences of threat maneuver are reduced

when accurate estimate? oZ the target state can be obtained. Threat trends indicate that

the conditions unaer which hostile targets can be engaged successfully are becoming more

difficult to achieve; hence, any improvement in existing estimation algorithms is of critical

importance.

The reported research was conducted by Mr. W. D. Blair and Mr. G. A. Watson of

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NAVSWC) (Code G71) in conjunction with Dr. A. T. Alouani

of the Electrical Engineering Department, Tennessee Technological University. The results

of the research have advanced the state of knowledge in estimation theory and proposed

a computational efficient tedcnique for improving the state estimation for targets maneu-

vering through constant speed turns. The work was supported in part by the NAVSWC

AEGIS Program Office and in part by the NAVSWC Independent Exploratory Development

Progran.

This document has been reviewed by R. T. Lee, flead, Weapons Control Division.

Approved byý

DAVID S. MALYEVAC, Deputy ltead

Weapons Systems Department
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ABSTRACT

The use of a kinematic constraint as a pseudomeasurement in the tracking of constant

speed, maneuvering targets is considered in this report. The kinematic constraint provides

additional information about the target motion that can be processed as a pseudomeasure-

ment to improve tracking performance. The kinematic constraint for constant speed targets

is A. V = 0, where A and V are the target acceleration and velocity vectors, respectively. In

previous publications, the measurement equation for processing the kinematic constraint as

a pseudomeasurement was derived by a direct application of Taylor's theorem for a first or-

der linearization of that pseudomeasurement equation. A new formulation of the constraint

equation that provides significantly better tracking performance than the previous formu-

lation is presented along with the rationale for the new formulation. The filter using the

kinematic constraint for constant speed targets is shown to be unbiased and stochastically

stable. Simulated tracking results are given to show the potential for further improving the

performance of a track filter through the use of the proposed kinematic constraint. Simula-

tion studies arm presented for various data rates, levels of measuremncant errors, and deviations

in speed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of tracking maneuvering targets has been studied extensively since the

mid 1960s. One of the first works to have a significant and lasting impact on the problem

was (1] where a target motion model with an acceleration that is exponentially correlated

in time was introduced. In that work, a Kalman filter was utilized to estimate the position,

velocities, and accelerations of the target. The rationale for the time-correlated acceleration

was derived from inertial systems in that a target accelerating at time t is likely to be

accelerating with similar acceleration at time t + r for sufficiently small r. However, the

assumptions of exponentially correlated, zero-mean accelerations of [1] produced a motion

model with an acceleration that decreases in magnitude during each state extrapolation.

Thus, when the actual target acceleration is constant or increasing, large errors occur in the

state estimates.

In the early 1970s, decision-directed tracking of maneuvering targets was introduced in

[2] to respond to the demand for algorithms that could provide better tracking of targets

performing high g, fast maneuvers, These decision-directed algorithms monitor the tracking

errors to detect a maneuver and respond by increasing the process noise covariance and/or

the dimension of the target motion model as described in 12,3,4]. While these algorithms

provide good tracking performance before and after the maneuver, their perfonnances during

&nd immediately following the maneuver are poor. The problem with these algorithms is

that the accelerations during a maneuver are not easily modeled in t",e ?,ensor reference

frame because they often vary irregularly with time in that frame. In tzi utw aAxeicrations

were modeled in a target-oriented reference frame to reduce the problems associated with

modeling the time-varying accelerations. While the algorithm in [5] provides relatively good

tracking performance, the modeling and transformations that must be estimated produce a

complicated algorithm.

The two-stage Kalman estimator was applied to the tracking of maneuvering targets
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in [6], and a significant reduction in the convergence time after a maneuver was achieved.
However, the two-stage Kalman estimator of [6] is limited to a constant acceleration model

with additive white noise. Input estimation and multiple model algorithms presented in

[7,8,9,10] were developed to address the problems of time-varying accelerations and conver-

gence time after a maneuver. However, the input estimation and multiple model algorithms

require significantly more computations than the previous techniques. A kinematic con-

straint can be utilized as additional information about the target to improve the tracking of
the time-varying accelerations with a small increase in computations.

When a target's trajectory satisfies a kinematic constraint, the kinematic constraint

provides additional information about the target's motion. Using the constraint removes

some of the uncertainty of the time-varying accelerations and tends to force the accelera-

tion estimates to change in a manner that is consistent with the dynamics of the target.
However, including the kinematic constraint in the motion model produces a state equation

with nonlinear dynamics. The use of a nonlinear state equation significantly increases the

computations involved in an extended Kalman filter because the state transition must be
computed on-line. Recently, the idea of introducing a kinematic constraint into the tracking

process through a pseudomeasurement was proposed in [11] because nonlinearities are easier

to accommodate in the measurement equation of the extended Kalman filter. The use of

the constraint was shown to improve the performance of a given track filter. The improve-

ment in the tracking performance can be attributed primarily to the reduced errors in the

acceleration estimates. The constraint tends to reduce the bias or lag in these estimates
when the actual acceleration is time-varying. Hlowever, using the kinematic constraint as

formulated in [11] results in marginal improvement in the performance of the track filter,

poor transient performance at initialization, atd a track filter for whicd a guarantee of sta-
bility may not be achievable. In this report, a new formulation of the kinenmatic constraint

is presented for constant speed tzvgets, along with the rationale for the new formulation.

The new formulation provides significantly better tracking performance than the one given

in [11], and simulation results are given to demonstrate the relative improvement. Also, a

track filter utilizing the new formulation of the kinematic constraint is shown to be, unbiased

and stociastically stable.

This report is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the general problem of tracking
maneuvering targets is discussed, and the kinematic constraint for constant speed targets is

derived. The previously published and new formulations of the pseudomeasurement equation

for the kinematic constraint are presented in Chapter 3. The bias and stability of a filter
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using the new formulation are considered in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, simulated tracking

results are presented to demonstrate the improved tracking performance achieved with the

kinematic constraint and document the sensitivity of the filter to data rate, measurement

errors, and deviations in speed. In Chapter 6, a summary and conclusions are given along

with suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, the general problem of tracking maneuvering targets is discussed and

the kinematic constraint for constant speed targets is derived. The dynamic system model

of a maneuvering target in track is given by

X = f(X,UW) (2.1)

Zk = h(XkVk) (2.2)

where X is the state vector, u is the control vector, w is the process noise vector representing

possible deviations in f(-) and external disturbances, Zk is the discrete-tine measurement
vector at time k, and vk is the measurement error vector. The dynamics of the target is

a continuous-time process as shown in Eq. (2.1) where f(.) is a dynamical constraint that

defines the motion for the target in the form of a differential equation. The dynamical

constraint, which is usually unknown to the tracking system, can differ significantly between

targets and change for a common target during the tracking process. As indicated by Eq.

(2.2), the measureitnt process is discrete-time because most sensors used for target tracking

record tlhe position and/or radial velocity for a given instant in time.

While f(-) is usually unknown by the tracking systemn, the major problem with tracking

maueuvering targets is that the control vector is not directly observable by the tracking

system. When the target applies a control, a bias or lag develops in the estiniates of the target

state. The methods proposed in [8] and [91 process the position tracking errors to estimate

the control vector u whicl produced the observed bias in the position estimates. However,

for an input estimation algorithm to be effective, an extensive and usually computationally

expensive maneuver detection algorithm as in [9] is required. The control can be included

as acceleration in the dynamical constraint f(.), but the acceleration most often varies with

time in such a manner that a filter model cannot be clearly identified during tracking. Thus,

the target dynamics are most often modeled as linear in a Cartesian coordinate frame to

simplify the filtering and reduce the computational requirenents. Also, for convenience the
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continuous-time dynamics are converted to a discrete-time system. As a result, the dynamics

"model commonly assumed for a target in track is given by

Xk+l = FkXk + Gkwk (2.3)

where Wk - N(0, Qk) is the process noise, Fk defines a linear constraint on the dynamics,

and Gk is the process noise input matrix. The target state vector Xk contains the position

(x, y, z), velocity (i, j, i), and acceleration (i, ý, i) of the target at time k as well as other

variables used to model the time-varying acceleration. When the target applies a control and

the time-varying accelerations are modeled incorrcctly, a bias or lag develops in the estimates

of the target state. While multiple dynamics models can be used as proposed in [71 and [10]

to identify the best model available in the filter, identifying the exact model is not feasible

because the target can apply many different control vectors to evadeý the tracking system.

Also, since Eq. (2.3) is a linear function of Xk, the motions in the x, y, and z coordinates

are often modeled as independent, while these motions are very seldomn independent in the

coordinate frame chosen for tracking. Therefore, additional information %okid be helpful to

reduce the modeling error of the time-varying accelerations.

A kinematic constraint can be utilized ats additional information about the target to

reduce the errors in the state estimates due to time-varying accelerations and model uncer-

tainty. Using the kinematic constraint tends to force the acceleration estimates to change in

a manner that is consistent with the dynamics of the target. A kinematic constraint cmn be

developed for use in tracking constwnt speed, maneuvering targets. The speed of a target is

giveii by

+ + .Y(2.4)

For a target moving at a constant speed,

ds
- 0 (2-6)

S-"or

i + + + =0 (2.6)

Eq. (2.6) can be written as

V- A = 0 (2.7)

where the target velwity V and acceleration A are givet by

r (2,8)

and
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A=[;i ý jT (2.9)

This kinematic constraint for constant speed targets is useful information that can be incor-

porated into the system state in Eq. (2.1) or used as a pseudomeasurement in conjunction

with Eq. (2.2). While both approaches are conceptually feasible, the second approach is more

attractive because the first restricts the state equation to be nonlinear. In the implemen-

tation of the extended Kalman filter, including nonlinearities in the measurement equation

is computationally less expensive than in the state equation [11]. If the state equation is

nonlinear, the transition matrix for propagating the state from time k to time k 4 1 must be

computed on-line at each propagation because the transition matrix will be highly depen-

dent on the state of the target. Computing the transition matrix on-line greatly increases

the computational cost of implementing the extended Kalman filter. Thus, incorporating

the kinematic constraint into the filter as a pseudomeasurement as suggested in [11] is the

focus of this report.

In this report, the measurement p-ocess of Eq. (2.2) will be assumed to be linear. While

most sensors used for target tracking measure the target position in spherical coordinates, the

spherical measurements can be transformed into a Cartesian coordinate franc for processing

as a linear function of the target state. Thus, the measurement process is given by

Z4 = 14, X& + q', (2.10)

where 4t is the target measurement in the Cartesian coordinate frame, Hl, is the input

mnatrix, and t!& - N(0, RL) is the measurement error. While the ineasurement errors in

spherical coordinates are usually assumed to be Gaur-sian wnd uncorrelatedt in range, 1waring,

and elevation, the transfonration to the rectangular coordinate frane causes the components

of rtk to become nouGaussian and correlated.

A Kalman filter is oftea employed to filter the measuremienits fof estimating the state

of the target. Wlwn the target motion and neasurements are linear and the nmemuremnent

and motion modeling error processes are Gaussian, the Kalman filter provides the minimum

mean-square error estimate of the target state. When the target motion and measurement

models are linear, but the error processes are not Gaussian, the Nalhal, filter is the best

linear estimator in the mean-square error sense. The Kalman filtering equations &wociaated

with the state model of E-q. (2.3) and the meassurement model of Eq. (2.10) are given by

the following equations.
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Time Update:

Xk1k= FkXklk (2.11)1

Pk+llk = ± GkikFk +jG (2.12)

Measurement Update:

Xk~lk = Xjk~k. ± Ak[Zk - ikXkik-.1I (2.13)1

Pklk =[I - A'kIIklPkjk-i (2.14)
I i = u~~~~u + (.5

where Xj N(Xklk Pkjk) with Xk1& and Pk~ denoting the mecan and error covariance of
the state estimate, respectively. The subscript notation (klj) denotes the s5tate estirnae for

time k when given measurements through time .'and Kk denotes the Kalman gain at time

k.I

The measurement update of the. Kalman filter can be viewed as a wveighted least-square

estmaton rolemas iscssd i [1).For the system inEkqs. (2.3) and (2.10), the objective1
function to he mnimuuized in the least-squares svnse with respect to XL is

J(A&) =;[(Ni. - Xik-k1)P ,(X& -- x. k

+ (/t - IIgXi)fR-'(74 - fL&X&.)] (2,16)

where X&1j_. is the predicted state estimate for timne k based on mieasureml-ent-s through

time k- - 1, and0 P~k is the 'covariatice of (X& Xkj~) '1hc reslklting esItinlatt' of Xj 1
that inmesJ(Xj) is denloted as tkjký This cost function will he utilized to explain anld
justify thle iticlusion of thle kinlemlatic consltraint as a pscuAdorneasuremcn%. The formulationi

of the pseudonwvasurenwnt equation for the kinematic constraint usedi in tllJ in pre-sent(ed in
the next Chapter along With the new form~ulationl Of the p)SeUdomeCASArenCitlt "Iulation.
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CHAPTER 3

FORMULATIONS OF THE KINEMATIC CONSTRAINT

The kinematic constraint of Eq. (2.7) can be incorporated into the Kalman filter as

a pseudomeasurement through direct linearization of the constraint equation or through a

modified formulation of the constraint. In this chapter, both the direct approach and the

new formulation of the constraint are presented.

DIRECT LINEARIZATION

Since the kinematic constraint is a nonlinear function of the target state, it is first

linearized about the predicted state Xkjk_1 as

*Vk" Ak = Vklk- Akk-1 + Ckjk-l(Xk - Xkik- 1) (3.1)

Swhere

Xk= [ Xk Yk Zk 4 ik 4 k ýI k ]T (3.2)

Cklk-I= [0 0 0 x41k-1 4lk4k-i zk4k-1 4k1k-1 Ykfk-I ijkk-•- (3.3)

Since

-kk-1Xklk-1= 2Vkk- 1 ' Al. -I (3.4)

and VY' '4k-0, 0Eq. (3.1) can be written as

*Vkk-1 AIk-,. = t-1Xk (3.5)

-Since the coioAtrint has been linearized and the target motion may deviate slightly from a
constant speed, the i nearized coi.,traint is modeled with an additive error as

SVkjk-j " Aklk-1 = 0klj.-jXk (3.6)-k,,X, +p(3.6)

wherc / - N(0, R.) relaxes the constraint. With this -.)al modification, the nonlinear

kinematic constraint is in the form of a linear measurement. The cost function of Eq. (2.16)
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can be augmented with Eq. (3.6) to obtain

J'(Xk) = 1(Xk - Xklk-1 )Tp- -I Xk - Xklk-1) + (Zk - HKXk)TR_1(Zk - Hk.X1.)

+-Vj.l ~ -Ckk~~)R 1 V 1  C' t- lk](3.7)
+(Vklk-l • Aklk-1 _ Cklk-,Xk)TRal (Vklk-1 " Aklk-1 - Cj- -k)(37

After augmenting the measurement with the kinematic constraint, the cost fanction is given

by

Ja(Xk) = [(Xk - XklkI)T P, -(Xk Xklk-i)

± (Zk, - LKXi) T (RY-,(Zk - LkXk)] (3.8)

where

SZk (3.9)

Lj: (3.10)
[R0 0] (3.11)

A Kalmnan fiier can be implementd o minimize Ja(Xk) in the least-squares sense with

respect to Xk. For the filter, Eq. (2.3) serves as the state model and the measurement

modet is given by
Z' = LjXk + V, (3.12)

where v' = [vi ,417'. This formulation closely parallels the one given in [11]. A new formula-

tion for including the kinematic constraint in the filter as a pseudomeasurement is given in

the next section.

NEW FORMULATION

Examining the formulation for the kinematic constraint in Eq. (3.6) shows tha. several

modifications can be made to improve the formulation. The kinenatic constraint can be

linearized about the filtered state estimate Xj.1j. instead of the predicted state estimate

Xklk_.- By processing the measurement Z4 before linearization, a more accurate linearization

can be achieved because the filtering of Zk rduces the error in velocity and acceleration

estimates used iti C(-). Also, analyzing Eq. (3.5) shows that the Pcceleration estimates are

used in V(.) to observe the target velocities and the velocity estimates are used to observe

the ';rget accelerations. Since the acceleration estimates are usually less accurate than the

3-2
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velocity estimates, using the acceleration estimates to observe the velocities may be counter

productive. Thus, from the first two points, the kinematic constraint of Eq. (2.7) is written

as

Vklk• Ak = 0 (3.13)

where

Vklk= [4k! lk zk k]T (3.14)

and

Ak = k ýk jk]T (3.15)

The Vklk is the filtered velocity estimate, and Ak is the actual target acceleration at time k.

The kinematic constraint of Eq. (3.13) is a linear function of the elements of state vector.

Since

Vkjlk- Ak = IVkRIlAkjlcosO (3.16)

and errors in Vkjk can produce 0 $ ir/2, Vklk , Ak can be rather large when the magnitude

of the velocity or speed is large. Thus, in order to remove the dependence of the constraint

equation on the target speed, Eq. (3.13) is written as

_Vklk. AL. = 0 (3.17)SkIL-

where

=(4k +k1k l + Z21k) (3.18)

Since the constraint may not be satisfied exactly and Vklk is an estimate of the velocity,

Eq. (3.18) is modeled with additive white noise to relax the rigidity of the constraint. The

resulting kinematic constraint equation is

V!- -. " Ak + Pk = 0 (3.19)
'Lklk

where /ik - N(O, R.). The ;xk& is a white Gaussian process that accounts for the uncertainty

in V1 lt. and the constraint. Since the initial estimates of V4pt may be very poor, R' is

initialized with a large value and allowed to decrease as

I. = rI(b + ro (3.20)

where rl is chosen large for initialization and ro is chosen for steady-state conditions.

The filtering equations for the new formulation of the kiAineoiatic constraint are given in

the following equations where X',, denotes the state estimate after the constraint has been

applied, and P', is the associated state error covarince. The filtering equations are
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Time Update:

Xk+ljk = FkXkJk (3.21)

Pk+1Ik = FkPk'IkFT + GkQkGT (3.22)
Measurerient Update: SXkjk = Xkk- 1 + Kk[Zk - HkXklk-1] 

(3.23)

P~}= [I - KkHk]Pkjlk- (3.24)

Constraint Update: [

k= [I - K'Ck]Xklk (3.25)
Pk= [I - K'Ck]Pkjk (3.26) I

where

hk = Pkl,._tH. [HkPklk..lHT + RkI-1  (3.27)

"=, LCTPkIkCk (3.28)

= [0 0 0 0 0 0 i kjk4-J (3.29)

Simulation result. demenstratng the tracking pertormance of a filter using this formulation

of the kinematic constraint are given in Chapter 5. T he stability of the filter is considered

in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

STABILITY AND BIASNESS ANALYSIS

The filtering problem consists of estimating the state of a stochastic dynamical system

from noisy observations. One of the requirements of the estimation problem is that the

system be stochastically observable. If the system is not completely observable, part or all

of the state may not be extracted from the measurement information. The confidence level

of the state estimates is measured by its error covariance matrix. If the error covariance

matrix is not bounded, one would have no confidence in the estimates. Another issue of

importance is the filter bias. A biased filter provides rather poor estimates. The purpose of

diis chapter is to analyze the stability and biasness of a filter using the kinematic constraint

for constant speed targets as a pseudomeasurement. If including the kinematic constraint as

a pseudomeasurement produces an unstable or biased filter, using it in this manner would

be an inappropriate technique for improving the performance of a tracking filter.

First, some background informaition on the stability of stochastic systems is given. Then

stochastic stability of the filter with the kinematic constraint is considered along with the

biasness of the filter.

BACKGROUND ON STOCHASTIC STABILITY

This section reviews some of the definitions and theorems related to stodcastic control-

lability, stochastic observability, and stochastic stability for linear systems. First, consider
the dynamical system of a target in track as

Xk+, = PkXk + Gkwk (4.1)

&_ = IlkXk + Vk (4.2)

where wk - N(O,Qk), and Vk ~ N(O, Rk).

Definition 1 [12]: The system of Eq. (4.1) is called Controllable in a stochastic sense
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at time k > I if no linear combination of the elements of the state at time k can be estimated

perfectly (with no error) given only perfect knowledge of X1. If the system is controllable

for all k > I then it is called Completely Controllable.

Theorem 1 [12]: The system of Eq. (4.1) is Controllable at time k > I if and only if
the matrix

k-1

ýp(k, 1) = Z (k, i+ 1)GjQjGT'IOT (k,i +1) (4.3)
i=1

is positive definite at time k, where

k-1

D(k,i)= JJFi (4.4)
j~i

and co(k, 1) is the system controllability matrix at 1.

Proof- [12] The system state at time k is given by

k-I

XL. = O(k, l)Xt + Z D(k,i + l)Giw (4.5)
i=l

Let c 0 0 be an arbitrary constant vector, then cTXk is an arbitrary linear combination
of the elements of the state at time k. The linear minimum variance, unbiased estimate of

cTXk based on X 1 is

,.1X L 1. = ¢(k, 1)X1 (4.6)

Its estimation error is given by

k-I-- :• c• c~rE[] (k, i + 1)Gtw, (4.T)

The variance of the estimation error is
.!11

VAJ?[ek] = Ejekce1

k-1 k1== E Ec E (k, i + l)Gj w~4G"$'O(k, j + l)cl

= TI 4(k, + l)GQ~G7,'D(k, i + 1)] c (4.8)

An element of the estimate of X.\iL. can be perfect if aid only if the variance VAR(eq] is zero

for c $ 0 and the matrix V(k, 1) of E;q. (4.3) in this case is not positive defnite. Therefore,
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for the system to be controllable, W(k, 1) must be positive definite. Since each term in the
summation of Eq. (4.8) is non-negative definite, once the sum becomes positive definite it

remains positive definite for all future times.

Q.E.D.

Definition 2 [131: The system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is Uniformly Completely Con-

trollable if there exist a positive integer N and positive constants al, 01 such that

0 < al I <_ W(k, k- 1;) < 011 (4.9)

Lemma 1 [131: If the dynamical system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is Uniformly Com-

pletely Controllable and P0 Ž> 0, then Pklk > 0 for any k > N, where P0 is the initial

covariance matrix, and Pkjk is the covariance matrix of the Kalman filter using the system

model Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2).

Proof: See (13] pp. 238-239.

Next, the definition of stochastic observability is given along with an explanation of tile

requirement that the information matrix has to be positive definite in order for a stochastic

system to be observable.

Definition 3 1121: The system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is Observable in a stochastic

sense at time I if there exists a matrix Si such that at some k > I

&

1 = Z , siZ) (4.10)

where X1 is a minimum variance, absolutely unbiased estimate, which can be stated as

L'([XIXd = (4.11)

If this is true for all k, then the system is called Completely Observable.

Theorem *2 [12]: The system of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is observable at I if and only if

O1(k, 1) = D"((, 1)I1IR- IH (i, 1) (4.12)
v=1
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is positive definite for some k > 1, where 01(k, 1) is the information matrix of the system.

Proof: Using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) with wk = 0,

ZI = H1 XI + vI (4.13)

Z1+1 = H1 +1 F1XI + vj+j (4.14)

Z +2 = HI+2, (l + 2, l)X1 + v+2  (4.15)

A = HkO(k,l)XL + vi (4.16)

Eqs. (4.13)-(4.16) can be written as

Yk = MkX± + Vk (4.17)

where

H1  1
HI H 1 (+1 1,l/Mk= HI+2 4(l + 2, 11(4.18)

Hk'W(k,l)

Yk=(ZI Z1+. ... zk]T (4.19)
VL-k=vI VI+I .. ' vkT (4.20)

and

E(flV[kT] = diag[R, Rj+,,..., Rk] (4.21)

If an unbiased minimum variance estimate exists, it is given by in (13] as

X1 = (ML. k- ' i.1 M[R 1TYk (4.22)

whicl exists if and only if

MkR'Rj M- > 0 (4.23)

For &rj > 0, Eq. (4.23) is valid if Mk is a full rank matrix. Note that the system information

matrix is given by

Mj/t-I = >3 k(i, )117 R'1'(i, ) (4.24)

Q.ED,

Definition 4: (13] The system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is Uniformly Completely Ob-

servable if there exist a positive integer N and positive constants a2, fi2 such that

0 < a21 < 0 1(k,k - N) < !2I (4.25)
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where E1 (k, k - N) isthe information matrix of the system.

Lemma 2: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely observable and

uniformly completely controllable, and if P0 > 0, then Pkjk is Uniformly Bounded from

below for all k > N,

P1 Ž [W- 1 (k, k - N) + e1 (k, k - N)f l > al) I, k_>_N (4.26)

Proof: See [13] pp. 236-238.

Lemma 3: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely observable and

uniformly completely controllable, and if P0 Ž_ 0 , then the error covariance matrix Pkjk is

Uniformly Bounded from above for all k >_ N,

Pkjk : [(klk - N) + 0'1(k,k - N)Ia2#(l± 1)I, k>N (4.27)
at2

Proof: See[131 pp. 234-235.

Theorem 3: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely controllable

and uniformly completely observable, and if Po _> 0, then the Kalman Filter of the system

is Uniformly Asymptotically Stable.

Proof: see [13] pp. 240-242 and [14].

STOCHASTIC STABILITY

This section discusses the stability of the filter that uses the kinematic constraint as a

pseudomeasurement. As indicated by Theorem 3, if the system with kinematic constraint is

uniformly completely controllable and uniformly completely observable, then the system is

uniformdy asymptotically stable.

Consider the kinematic constraint of Eq. (3.19)

klk. AL + p = 0, (4.28)

Sk~k

where Pk - N(0, R'). Eq. (4.28) may be rewritten as

0 = XlIkDkXk + 14k (4.29)

where

4--5
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Xk =- [Xk Zk 4 Ik zk Xk jk IT (4.30)
1 [ 0 3X6 03X3]

Dk3X6 13 (4.31)
k 03x6 03,3J

with 0 mxn represent the null matrix with m rows and n columns, and I,, is an identity matrix

with n rows. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.29) may be rewritten as

['k] = LkXk + [2] (4.32)

where

Lk Tk (4,33)L•=LklkDk

Rj =41 E42 isR (-4

Lemma 4: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely controllable,

then the system with kinematic constraint in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.32) is also Uniformly

Completely Controllable.

Proof: Both systems have the same controllability matrix.

Lemma 5: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is completely observable, then the system

with kinaematic constraint is also Completely Observable.

Proof: The information matrix associated with the system with kinematic constraint is

given by

0 (L, ko)- O T(i, k)LT'R-'Lj0(i, L) (4-35)

i-k0

The system is completely observable if and only if

O(k, k•) > 0, for all k > L-( (4.36)

Using Eqs.(4.1), (4.33), and (4.34),
k - [ R 0 1 7 1 A,0(k, to) 0 (i, L) [ nY7 DT1 11] ['i 0 j [X~Di j

- 'F~i k)H,'R-')Hl?(i, k)+ 1,?7()k)D,7*Xjj-(R )- 'XjjDj0(1, k)

E) I (k. 4) + 0 2 (k, ko) (4.37)

4-6
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where e 1(k, ko) is the information matrix of the system without kinematic constraint. The

e1 (k, k0) is positive definite for k > ko since the original system is assumed to be completely

observable. Since each term of the summation in 6 2 (k, ko) is positive semidefinite, 0 2(k, ko)

is positive semidefinite. Therefore,

E(k, ko) = e1 (k, ko) + e 2 (k, ko) > 0 (4.38)

for all k > ko and the system with pseudomeasurement is completely observable.

Q.E.D.

Define
1 [ 06X6 O3xs 0

=Sk- [ 03x6 V TV >-0.

where Vkjk is the filtered target velocity vector at time k.

Assumption: Assmrne there exists a positive -j > 0 such that for all k
I T

0 Ok :5 'iGkQkGT (4.40)

Theorem 4: Under the assumption of Eq. (4.40), if the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)
is uniformly completely observable and uniformly completely controllable, then the system

with kinematic constrain', is Uniformly Completely Observable.

"Proof: Using Eqs. (4.37) and (4.39),

So(kt,,) = o1 k, ko) + 0 2(k, ko)

I (k= ,ko) + r~i, ko) 0(i, 1-ý) (4.41)

Now, if the system in Eqs. (4. 1) and (4.2) is uniformly compltely observable, then using

Eq. (4.25),

0 < a2I <_ 0 1(k,k - N) •1321 (4.42)

Using Eq. (4.42) in Eq. (4.41)

0 < 021 + 0 2(k, k - N) • 0(k, k - N) < 1ill + 02(k, k - N) (4.43)

which implies that

0 < 021 < 6(k, k - N) _< All + O0(k, k - N) (4.44)

4--7
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Using Eq. (4.40),

62 (k,k -N) = E T -N) (ik-N)

i=k-N

k
E ý (i,k- N)GjQ GTt(i,k- N) (4.45)

i=k-N

Thus

0 2 (k, k -1N) <y 7p(k, k - N) < yfl, 1  (4.46)

Using Eq. (4.46) in Eq. (4.44),

0 < a21 5 O(k, k - N) •_ /21 + 71311 (4.47)

Define

/0 = 32 + 701- (4.48)

Then, Eq. (4.47) can be rewritten as

0 < a21 5 O(k,k - N) 0 /1 (4.49)

which indicates that the system with kinematic constraint is uniformly completely observable.

QE.D.

Lemma 6: If the systen in Eqs, ((4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely observable,

Po > 0, and the assumption of Eq. (4.40) holds, then the error coariance matrix of the

filter with kinematic constraint PL.lt is Uniformly Bounded from belo, for all k > N,

PkIL Ž((kk - N) + O(k, k - N)[-1  ( )i 1, k N (4.50')

Proof: Using Lemma 4 and Theorem 4, the system with kinematic constraint is completely

uniformnly controllable and completely uniformly observable. For giuch a System Eq. (4.50)
holds by Leanma 2. Note that the lower bound of Pkl• is a function of /3, whici is a function

of 7.

Lemma 7: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely observable and

unifomily completely controllable, and if P0 > 0 and assumption of Eq. (4.40) holds, then the

error comariance matrix PII1 of the filter with kinematic constraint is Uniformly Bounded

from above for all k > N,

•k < IV(kI-, - N) + -'(k, k.- N)] < (1 + 12), k> N (4.51)
a2

4--8
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Proof: Follows from Lemma 3.

Theorem 5: If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely controllable

and uniformly completely observable, P0 _> 0, and the assumption of Eq. (4.40) holds, then

the kinematically constrained filter is Uniformly Asymptotically Stable.

Proof: Follows from Theorem 3.

It is worth noting that the condition of Eq. (4.40) is not very restrictive in practice. Given

the block diagonal structure of Dk and the fact that it is normalized, for a given RP, a large

enough -y almost always exists so that Eq. (4.40) is satisfied.

BIASNESS OF KINEMATICALLY CONSTRAINED FILTER

This section considers the bias of a filter using the kinematic constraint as a pseudomea-
surement. Define

eklk = Xk - XkL, (4.52)

ekl&-1 = Xk XklkjI

= Fl;-IX&-j + Gk-lwk-I -- F

= IA-ICL-Ilkl- + G.-lw.-U , (4.53)

where XVk' is the filter state estimate after the kinematic conws,raiut has been applied. Using

Eqs. (4.32)-(4.34),

-~~~~Ik{[J j'~]Al}
-" klk-1 - K X7' D, Cklk-. - Kk

I (I- K&Lk ]klk-I - Kk [p] (4.54)

Ck+I-••, = ( - K'kLk)ckl-,_ - F&,["k + GkW (4.55)

k Ik Fk(I - KkL.&)E,[eItklku (4.56)

If E [kik-J 0. then E Ck+ Ik 0.

Lemma 7: The kinematically constrained filtet is unbiased if the system in Eqs. (4.1) and

"(4.2) is uniformly completely (ontrollabie.

4-9
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Proof: Define the Lyapunov function

Vk =E [Tek-, I P4j 1 E[I.I (4.57)

It can be easily shown that

V= tr(P-_lE[ekikl]E[eCTl]) (4.58)

Note that

Pkik = (I - Kk)Pklk-1

= (I - KkLk)Pklk.l(I - KkLk)T + KkRkKT (4.59)

Pk+llk = FkPklkFkT + GkQkG'l (4.60)

If the system in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) is uniformly completely controllable, then the system

with kinematic constraint is uniformly completely controllable, and PkI,, > 0, k > N, by

Theorem 2. Using Eq. (4.60), Pkik-I > 0, therefore Vk > 0 and Vk is a Lyapunov function.

Define the differential

A.V.+1 = Vj+ I - Vk

Using Eqs. (4.56) and (4.57),
AL+ E e[ ' 'rP4--kk -PZ

IV! -, ] {(I- KL&.)' F kP/ F&(J- Kl Lk)- P(I•_, )E(ek[lkj (4.61)

Usiag the matrix inversion Lemuna, and assuming R > 0 and GkQkC?' > 0,

LGt(F( - O Lk)

(I -hKkLk) - PI - ±P &k(GkQiG")-'Fi'(1 - KLLI.) -,
- (I- K )L7.)tPjI - Pj(P•I• + F"(GkQkG")-'FFf)-1

P4' I (I - tE&ILk) - kIi,1
(I - k LLO) Pý,1) - k Lk) - -(I-K&K L )Tp-3

(pA + (,,7" "Q r-'-N )

(I- IQLf)f P-_ - I)-' 1 -- 1 [I+-' + FG(GQ'kG'). , -kl'- kjk- I kl-I r kk k-

- L•,(Lk, &P _IL" + i)- - Pil +_(•,P& + (G)QkG Pkf1)-Pik- (4-62)

Eq. (4.62) ;s the sum of one negative semidefinite matrix and one negative definite matrix,

respectivdy. This indicates that Ali+1 is negative definite. Hence V' -* 0 as k --* oc.

4-10
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Therefore E[Clk.] ---- , 0 as k -- oo, and the hfier with the pseudomieasurement is unbi-

ased.

Q.E.D.

4-11
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION RESUL.TS

This chapter presents simulation results that demonstrate the potential for -improving
the tracking performance of the constant acceleration Kalman filter through the use of the

kinematic constraint, The simulation results are presented to document the benefits of the

kinematic constraint for vArious data rates, measurement error variances, constraint error
variances, and deviations from constant speed. This chapter is divided into four sections. The

first section describes the simulation procedures employed for comparing the kinematically

constrained filter with the standard unconstrained constant acceleration filter. The second

section presents the target trajectories used in this study. The third section present3 the
simulation results for the unconstrained and kinematically constrained filters under a 'variety

of tracking conditions. The final section summarizes the simulation results.

SIMULATION PROCEDURES

The system models used for the simulation -tudies are discussed in this section. A
constait acceleration motion model was used since it is often used for tracking maneuvering
targets. The discrete-time dynamics model for constant acceleration motion is given by Eq.

(2.3) with

'A I 01
Fk= A (5.1)

L(- 0 A

Gk = (5,2)0 0 B

where
1I TT

A= 0 1 T (5.3)

0 0 1
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B = T] (54)16 2

Xk = [ Xk ik xk Yk Yk 4k Zk Zk ýk IT (5.5)

The state, Xk, contains the positions, velocities, and accelerations of each coordinate. For

this simulation study, the data rate was periodic with period T being the time between
successive measurements. To complete the time update portion of the Kalman filter, Qk

must be established. Since the output of the filter is in Cartesian coordinates, the model

error wk of Eq. (2.3) was modeled as a derivative of an acceleration and was assumed to

have the same variance for 'each coordinate. Thus, with E[wk] = 0 and E [wiwT] = Qk~jk,

[q2 0 01

Qk= 0 q' 0 = qki3 (5.6)
0 0 q 2

To define the measurement equation, tite measurement equation for range, bearing, and
elevation, which is a nonlinear function of the state Xk, must be linearized. The measurement

"equation as a function of the actual target state is given by

H + Y 2 + 4)2
Z = = tan-I (!) + F 1 (5.7)

L:: 'tallf-) kL VI'k+k

where r7', bk, and ek are the measured range, bearing and elevation at time k, respectively.
The ", t,4, and t, are the measurement errors for time k. The measurement errors are

dcaracterized by E[t,.j] 0 and E [vjvi] = R&6jk with

ra, 001
Rk= 0a (5.8)I0 0 02

Let

• rk Y- + Yk Z4

-z ta ll - (5.9)

tail-
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Using a first order Taylor series to linearize Eq. (5.7) about the predicted state estimate

Xk.k-. gives

2k = HkXk + vk (5.9)

where

kZ = Zk - hk(Xklk-l) + -HXlk- 1  (5.10)

-":--Ohk (Xk) (5.11)
-Xk Xk=Xklk-1

The Hk matrix is given by

Xkjk-1 0 0 Yklk-1 0 0 Zklk-1 0 0"
Rk•.-1 Rk0k-1 Rklk-1

H.= -Ykjk-1 0 0 Xklk-I 0 0 0 0 0 (5.12)
Ik RhklkI_ Rhklk_1

-Zklk-lXklk-l 0 0 -Zklk lYkjk-1 0 0 Rhkjk-I 0 0

n R hkjk _ .1R 'kl R klk- 1Rkl_ 0 0 RI2 0

k~k-Ik~k-1k~k-I

where

Rkj-Ik =(ilk-_ + Yk± lk-I + ZIkj-i)ý (5.13)

Rhkjk,.l =(X• - + 21k-•1• (5.14)

The kinematic constraint is incorporated into the track filter with the pseudomeasurement

equation given in (3.19). The state estimate, XA.Ik, and associated error covariance,

P1&l, from the measurement update portion of the filter are used in the constraint update
process. The constrained state estimate XIand associated error covariace are given

by

xC =I - C (5.15)

P I =[I- KC,, P, (5.16)

where

K' = Pj- kG1 (ckPkjkCk" + (R.16)1

cL.0 0 o 1k 0 0 k 0 0 1 (5.17)
SkIk

s~l• =(�jk + ý1,+ " (5.1)
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The only parameter involved in implementing the kinematic constraint that can be manip-

ulated by the user is the constraint variance R'. As discussed in Chapter 3, the constraint

variance has the form

Ro = r, (8)k + ro (5.19)

where k is the iteration number of the filter, r, is chosen to provide the initial constraint

variance, r0 is chosen to provide the steady state constraint variance, and 8 provides the

decay rate of the constraint variance. For a constant acceleration track filter, Eqs.(4.40),

(5.2) and (5.6) give a relationship for determining ro. For the case of the total target velocity

being in one coordinate, Eq. (4.40) can be reduced to

ro > 1T2q~' (5.19)

where - is selected by the filter designer. Note that for this case with Gk having the form

given by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4), r0 is dependent on the sample period. The parameter -f allows

the user to "tune" the constraint variance to achieve a desired reduction in the state error

covariance as discussed in Chapter 4.

DESCRIPTION OF TARGET TRAJECTORIES

This section describes the three target trajectories to be used in the simulation study.

The first target trajectory, Trajectory 1, shown in Figure 5.1 is a constant speed, 3 g circular

trajectory that will be used to assess the tracking performance during a maneuver. In the

second trajectory, Trajectory 2, shown in Figure 5.2 the target moves with constant velocity

for the first 15 sec, makes a 90 degree, constant speed turn during the next 15 sec, and moves

with constant velocity during the last 12 sec. The first two trajectories maintain a constant

height and constant speed so that they are ideally suited for the constant speed kinematic

constraint. The third target trajectory, Trajectory 3, shown in Figure 5.3 makes a constant

height turn while the speed decreases at a rate of 2 rn/sec2 . This trajectory will be used

to assess the sensitivity of the performance of the filter utilizing the kinematic constraint to

deviations in speed.

RESULTS

This section presents the simulation results for the kinematic constraint. The results

for eadc track filter are an average of 100 Monte Carlo experiments. The Root-Mean-Square

Errors (RMSE) in position, velocity, and accelerations will be used as the measure to assess

5-4
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the accuracy of the filters. The parameters r, and 6 for implementing the constraint were

fixed with rl = 200 and 6 = .9 throughout the simulation study. The parameter 7 will be

adjusted to manipulate R" by its steady state value ro.

First, simulation results will be presented to demonstrate the improvement in tracking

performance provided through the use of the kinematic constraint. For this part, the data

rate is 4 Hz with ar = 8 m and ab = ae = 2 mrad. The results for tracking Trajectory

1 with a kinematically constrained and an unconstrained track filter are given in Figure

5.4. The model error was qk = 3 m/sec3 for both filters and ' = 2 for the kinematically

constrained one. Notice the significant improvement in position, velocity, and acceleration

estimates gained through using the kinematic constraint. More improvement is achieved

during filter initialization and when the target is further from the radar where the sensor

errors are greater.

The tracking results for Trajectory 2 are given in Figure 5.5. The kinenjatically con-

strained filter provides improved state estimates when compared to its unconst.rained coun-

terpart for this maneuver. By using the kinematic constraint, improved target state estimates

are obtained during the maneuvering portion of the flight with improvement in tracking ac-

curacy before and after the maneuver. The model error was qk = 12 m/sec3 for both filters

and ' = 8 for the kinematically constrained filter. The greatest amount of improvement

occurs for the velocity and acceleration estimates.

The accuracy of the tracking results is highly dependent on the rate at which the mea-

surements are received with higher data rates yielding better state estimates. The effects of

data rate on the performance of a track filter using the kinematic constraint is considered

with simulation results for data rates of 2 Hlz, 4 lIz, and 10 Hz. The measurement errors

are fixed with ar = 8 m and ab = a, - 2 mrad, The model error is qk = 3 m/sec3 for both

filters and y = 1 for the constrained filter. Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 give the tracking results

for Trajectory 1 at data rates of 2, 4, and 10 Hlz. The kinematic constraint provides about

the same level of improvement in the state estimates at each data rate.

-Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 give the tracking results for Trajectory 2 at 2, 4, and 10 Iz.

The motion model error is qk = 12 m/sec3 for both filters and 7 = 1 for the constrained filters

At all three data rates, the constrained filter outperformed its unconstrained counterpart.

Note that data rate has less of an adverse effect on the performance of a kinernatically

constrained filter than the unconstrained one.
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The kinematically constrained track filters outperformed their unconstrained counter-

parts for each of the data rates considered. The tracking performance has not been max-

imized, but the value of the kinematic constraint is clearly demonstrated. The use of the

kinematic constraint in a filter which receives its data at a low rate can track as accurate

and sometimes more accurate than an unconstrained filter receiving data at a much faster

rate. If a system is limited in its data rate due to hardware or other restrictions, the kine-

matic constraint can improve the accuracy of the state estimates of the target. Improvement

in tracking accuracy for the constrained filters when compared to the unconstrairned filters

occurred at all the data rates considered in this part.

The effects of the constraint variance on tracking performance is of considerable impor-

tance for filter design. Steady-state variance of the constraint error is examined because the

variance at initialization can be made to decay very quickly with the formulation of R' as

given in Eq. (3.20). The effects of the constraint variance on tracking performance will be

analyzed by varying -y in the formulation of ro given in Eq, (5.19). The effects of -Y are

assessed for Trajectories 1 and 2 being considered at data rates of 4 Hz and 10 Hz with

a, = 8 m and a, = ob = 2 mrad. As shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, the effects of the

constraint variance on the tracking results for Trajectory 1 were small for a data rate of 4

Hz with y = 0.5,1,8 and qk = 3 m/sec3. The RMSE in position, velocity, and acceleration

estimates are fairly similar for each value of 7. A slight degradation in acceleration estimates

can be seen as 7 decreased because the steady-state variance was increasing. However, this

is only a small degradation in performance in this case. Decreasing the constraint variance

could provide slight increases in tracking performance, but simply applying the constraint is

sufficient to provide improved tracking results.

For the circular trajectory with a 10 Iz data rate ard - = 0.5, 10,20, varying -t has a

significant effect on the performance of a kinematically constrained filter. This point is shown

in Figure 5.13. The steady-state constraint variance i creases and becomes too loose as -t

is decreased. There is a distinct separation in the accuracy of the velocity amd acceleration

estimates. The best performance occurred when - = 20; slight increases in performance

could occur if -i was increased to tighten the constraint variance. Notice the position and

velocity estimates beginning to diverge toward the end of the maneuver when - = 0.5 and

the data rate is at 10 Hlz. This is again a result of setting the constraint variance too large.

The effects of the constraint variance are considered for the target making a 90 degree

turn. The model error is again q%. - 12 rn/sec 3 , with y = 1/16,8. The results for a ,1 H1z

data rate are shown in Figure 5.14. Changing the value of the steady state constraint has
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very little effect on the overall performance of the track filter. The position and velocity

estimates are quite similar for each value of 'y with a slight difference in results occurring

for the position estimates. Decreasing -y loosened the constraint variance and improved the

tracking of the position. The tracking performance is essentially insensitive to the constraint

variance in this case. However, the position estimates from the kinematically c(-nstrained

filters are highly sensitive to the constraint variance for a data rate of 10 Hz. In Figure 5.15,

the position estimates improved as the constraint variance was loosened by decreasing -Y.

There are also slight changes in the velocity results, but the changes are not obvious d'.te to

-the amount of error incurred at the beginning and end of the turn.

The steady-state constraint variance can be very critical to the tracking accuracy of

a kinematically constrained filter. If the target is in a maneuver, the ,:ariance should be

tightened by increasing y in order to track the target more accurately. However, if the

target is going through a complete maneuver, the constraint should be applied very loosely

by decreasing -f to attain greater accuracy. Increasing the variance allows the kinematic

constraint to track a wider range of maneuvers more accurately. It is important to know the

data rate and model error when choosing y. An improper choice of -y may not provide the

most accurate results. The constraint variance should be based on the data rate and model

error so that tracking improvemnent can occur for the maneuvc •- with the largest change in

acceleration.

The effects of measurement error on the performancc of the kunematic constraint are

discussed next. The two trajectories have three different anounts of macsurement error

added to them to simulate different sensor accuracies. T'i.e three noise levels are denoted as

low, medium, and high. Low noise hl as = 4 ni and a, = ab = 1 mrad, medium ,,oise has

a, = 8 In and e= a = 2 mrad, and high noise hi ar = 12 in and a, = ab = 3 mrad, The

filters operate at a 4 11z data rate with -y I for the constrained filters. A comparison is

made between the kinematically constrained a.- .nconstrained track filters for each noise

level.

The effects of measurement err..Jr on tracking perforriviuce for the target performing a

circular maneuver are presented first. The tracKing results of the unconstrained filter are

highly dependent on the amount of measurement and irocess error as shown in Figure 5.16.

As expected, the accuracy of Oxc state estimames increases as the amount of error decreases.

The results for the constrained filters are shown in Figure 5.17. The tracking accuracy for

the constrained filters at the different noise levels is much better than the unconstrained

filters. The acceleration tracking accuracy for the constrained filters is somewhat insensitive
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to the size of a,, as, and a, for this maneuver. The velocity tracking accuracy is slightly

sensitive with the most sensitivity shown in the position estimates. The constrained track

filters ere less sensitive to the amount of measurement noise than the unconstrained filters

for this circular maneuver.

The effect measurement error has on tracking accuracy for the 90 degree turning target

is not as obvious as the target maneuvering in a circle. Both types of filters appear to provide

the same tracking estimates. The unconstrained filter results are shown in Figure 5.18. As

expected, an increase in tracker accuracy occurs when the error decreases, with the most

improvement in the position and velocity states. When compared to its constrained counter-

parts as in Figure 5.19, most of the improvement using the kinematically constrained filter

occurs in the maneuver portion of the target trajectory. The kinematically constrained fil-

ters did provide better state estimates than thtir unconstrained counterparts for the different

noise levels used in the study.

This part of the simulation results is devoted to deviations in target speed. The previous

parts involve tracking targets maneuvering at constant speed. The kinematic constraint is

designed to track this type of maneuver. However, if the target deviates from constant speed,

can the kinematically constrained track filter provide better results than an unconstrained

one? What must be done to ensure that the tracking is accurate throughout the maneuver?

This is the focus of the following simulation results.

Trajectory 3 includes a maneuver with a deviation in speed. The target has a constant

height of 200 in anid is making a circular-type maneuver. The duration of the turn is 40

sec and has an initial and final speeds of 330 rn/sec and 250 m/sec, respectfully. The

total acceleration also changes from an initial magnitude of 3 g to 2.3 g. As a result, the

"general trend of the target is to spiral in on itself. There are two sets of simulation results

for this part. The first set has a data rate of 4 Iz and the second a data rate of 10 1Iz,

but both have a model error of qk = 3 m/sec3 and measurements errors of a, = 8 ni and

ae = a = 2 mrad. The kinematically constrained filters are compared to their unconstrained

counterparts. Various values of 7 were used to tighten or loosen the constraint variance.

The tracking results for the 4 Iz data rate shown in Figure 5.20 indicate that the

kinematic constraint can be employed to improve the estimation accuracy even if the target
does not maintain constant speed. The constraint variance must be very loose throughout the

entire maneuver for improvement in tracking to be maintained. When y is set to large, the

state estimates eventually degrade to a point where the unconstrained filter outperforms the
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constrained one. This is highly evident in the position and velocity estimate results. However,

when the constraint variance is set loosely, improved state estimates can be achieved through

the entire maneuver.

The tracking results for 10 Hz are very similar to the 4 Hz data rate results. As shown in

Figure 5.21, the constraint must be set extremely loose for improvement to occur throughout

the entire duration of the maneuver. If the constraint variance is set too tightly, the state

estimates begin to diverge during the maneuver. The constraint must be applied loosely

if the target is not maneuvering at constant speed. Thus, non-constant speed targets can

be tracked with improved accuracy with the constant speed kinematic cGnstraint if the

constraint variance is set properly.

SUMMARY OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS

LThe formulation and implementation of the constant speed kinematic constraint as a

pseadomeasurement can improve the tracking accuracy of maneuvering targets. The sim-

ulation results clearly demonstrate that the kinematic constraint is a useful technique to

improve tracking accuracy. The effects of data rate, measurement error, and constraint vari-

ance were all investigated. For each of these variants, the kinematically constrained filter

outperformed its unconstrained counterpart. The sensitivity to increases in measurement

noise of the tracking results for the constrained track filters is substantially less than that of

the unconstrained filters.

The performance of kinematically constrained filters can be tuned using the constraint

variance. In most cases, simply applying the kinematic constraint in the track filter using

an arbitrary constraint variance is enough to provide improved tracking results. However,

the type of maneu, er,, Uata rate, and model error must be considered before the value of I

is chosen. An improper choice of y can yield tracking rosults which do not provide the most

improvement in performance. The constraint variance is a very significant parameter the

user can mauipulate to achieve the degree of improvement desired.

The formulation of the kinematic constraint was designed to improve tracking perfor-

ia•"nce by reducing the error in the acceleration estimates of the target. The simulation

results support this point. The increase in acceleration estimate accuracy provided much

needed improvement of the velocity estimates. The improvement in estimating the target

state, especially the velocity and acceleration, is important for weapons and fire control.
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The improved state estimation accuracy obtained by including the kinematic constraint

as a pseudomeasurement to a track filter has been demonstrated using the simulation results

of this section. Improvement has been achieved for a variety of tracking conditions. The

amount of improvement can be set by varying the constraint variance under the conditions

described above. The target maneuvers chosen for the simulation results demonstrated that

the kinematic constraint is useful in increasing tracking performance. Other targets similar

to the decreasing speed target should be explored in depth to determine the amount of

improvement that the kinematic constraint can provide and under which conditions when

compared to its unconstrained counterpart. The accuracy of state estimates for maneuvering

targets can be greatly improved by employing the kinematic constraint with this formulation.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new formulation of the kinematic constraint was prcsented, and the use of the kine-

matic constraint was shown through simulation results to improve the tracking of constant

speed, maneuvering targets with a constant acceleration Kalman filter. Under the assump-

tion of Eq. (4.40) the system with kinematic constraint was shown be uniformly completely

controllable and uniformly completely observable which implies that the kinematically con-

strained filter is uniformly asymptotically stable. As discussed in Chapter 4, the sufficient

condition of the assumption in Eq. (4.40) is not very restrictive in practice. The kinemati-

cally constrained filter was also shown to be unbiased. In addition, the lower bound of the

covariance matrix of the kinematically constrained filter was shown to depend on a param-

eter - defined in Eq. (4.40). In the filter design process, the parameter -y may be chosen so

that this lower bound does not violate the Craaner-Rao lower bound.

While improvernent in tracking performance was obtained with the kinematic constraint,

a quantitative measure of the benefits gained by using the kinematic constraint as a pseu-

domeasurement are not clear at this time. The kinematic constraint used in this work is

valid when the target is moving through a constant speed trajectory. While the parameter

-u. was introduced to relax the constraint, procedures for selecting the statistics of pk for the

case of a variable .speed target are not available at this time. As indicated by the simulation

results, the use of the kinematic constraint improves the tracking performance only when the

target is nwving at a constant (or nearly constant) speed. An important issue is to identify

the benefitb of this constraint when the target is moving at a rather variable speed. While

this issue has not been thoroughly addressed at this time, the Interacting Multiple Model

(IMM) algorithm [10] provides a technique for utilizing a kinematically constrained filter for

constant speed manieuvering targets in conjunction with other filter models for targets that

maneuver with variable speed. Thus, additional research is needed to show the benefits and

refine the method of implementation of the kinematic constraint. Also, methods for selecting

R' a priori and during the tracking process are also needed.
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